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Evaluation: Looking back to the R course - The Basics, May 2016 

Course details 
The seminar addressed everybody who was interested in learning R from scratch. The 
workshop was also intended as a preparation for the advanced modules and courses in 
applied statistics and data analysis as well as data visualisation, which require some scripting 
skills. There was


• a little theory

• focus on technical aspects (not on interpretation)

• time for questions and answers

• hands-on training based on the requests you write in the comment field of the 

registration form. Feel free to approach us with your data

Instructor: Guido Kraemer 

Date: May 18-19, 2016

Webpage: http://www.imprs-gbgc.de/index.php/ Courses/RCourse2016Basics

Only 5 out of 12 participants gave feedback again.


Survey results 
(in percentage and absolute values)
!
The course stimulated my interest in this topic.  

Disagree	 	 	 25.00% 	 1

Neither agree nor disagree	25.00% 	 1

Agree  	 	 	 50.00% 	 2
!
I think that the level of difficulty of this course is appropriate. 

Disagree 	 	 	 75.00% 	 3

Neither agree nor disagree 0.00% 	 0

Agree	 	 	 	 25.00% 	 1
!
I think the lectures were organized in a logical way. 

Disagree	 	 	 0.00% 	 0

Neither agree nor disagree 25.00% 	 1

Agree	 	 	 	 75.00% 	 3

!
!
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verall, I am satisfied with this course. 

Disagree	 	 	 50.00% 	 2

Neither agree nor disagree 25.00% 	 1

Agree	 	 	 	 25.00% 	 1
!
Which parts of the course were especially good (and why)? 

• Providing material and information beforehand because it helps students being prepared 
and not losing time in the beginning.


• The first part on R Studio and some basic calculations was a good start into the topic.

• The part which teach the beginner to write own code 

• Lecturer is a real expert - course is especially good for the basic basics (introduction to 
program structure) 
!
Which parts of the course were not so good / not so fitting / not well enough 
presented? 
• the way it was presented was not so clear neither engaging. targeted towards an audience 

already familiar with R which may not have fitted everyone's goals or may have been too 
slow for other people. 

• Sometimes the programming was too fast. When you were lost at some tasks there was 
nearly no opportunity to catch up. Besides, the second day on net-cdf files was not usable 
for those who do not deal with data of that type. 

• Sometimes they are too much content in slides while no chance to practise 

• I think direct examples would be better (an easy dataset + task; here a very simple example: 
task xx: conduct a barplot from data xx of the dataset; if you don't know what to do, then 
google + following website where to get information about the specific topic (maybe lecturer 
can guide through it), then apply the searched commands 
!
Do you have other suggestions for a future course? 
• make it really clear what people should know beforehand (maybe if they know programming 

at all, whether they know a few scripts in R, if they are familiar with R or other languages but 
want a brush-up, or just to learn very specific aspects) and design course (or courses) 
accordingly. Also making sure lecturer can engage with students, make the subject 
appealing and provide a bit of energy in the classroom. 

• Some more basic stuff or more time for practice (or more free practice) instead of the part on 
net-cdf-files would be nice. Maybe there could be some tasks at the afternoon of the first day 
that everybody works on individually while the instructor is there to help if you have 
questions. 

• Conduct a former survey before the course which could help to know the needs of the 
students 

• from the course I learned the basics of how to use RStudio and the idea behind the program 
language. Anyway the examples were to specialized and did not fit for my purposes. Anyway 
I used the program succesfully for some nice statistics, basically just by adapting existing 
scripts from the community. So the course was good for me, even though I attended just one 
day ;-)  I think its crucial to focus in the course even more on the total basics like the 
program language to enable the participants to apply this on their very own questions.
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